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necessity to choose the appropriate organizational
structure.
Structure is generally characterized as a
combination, useful layout, system of internal relations,
configuration features, interrelation and a principle of an
organization. In sociology, the structure means a complex
structure of relations and components of an organizational
entity. The structure provides the entity with stability and
persistency, but by no means can it be considered
constant or static.
Organizational structure is a specific model and
method of the organization arrangement. It is a result of
organizing.
Organizational structures of armed forces is the
arrangement (organization) of units designed for fulfilling
combat tasks and other objectives.
As mentioned above the structures generally are not
unalterable. They are influenced by both external and
internal environment of the organization.
The organizational structures of armed forces
shall serve the purpose they have been designed for; it is
to fight in a conflict, to conduct peacekeeping operations,
crisis management in compliance with military-political
ambitions of the country or to respond to humanitarian
operations in peacetime.

1. Taxonomy
Taxonomy is the practice and science of
classification. Taxonomy uses taxonomic units, known as
terms. Taxonomic scheme is a particular classification,
arranged in a hierarchical structure [1].

2. Principal terms
Organizational structure of armed forces
When presenting the taxonomy of organizational
structures of armed forces, particularly the army, the
principal terms of the category - taxons defined:
 organization,
 structure,
 organizational structure,
 organizational structure of the army
(military forces).

Organization is in sociology understood as a social
phenomenon or formation based on the systematic
coordination of group activities, operating continuously as
a result of division of labour and hierarchy of authority
aimed at a common goal. The growth of the division of
labour, specialization of workers and the effort to achieve
the maximum extent of the objectives relates to the

3. Hierarchy of the army
A unit becomes the basis of the armed forces
organizations structure. Taxonomy could define a unit as
the lowest level of a higher organizational entity. It has its
precisely defined powers and is controlled by a
commander.
Generally, the following items are considered a unit:
 squad,
 platoon,
 company,
 battery.
In some armies the term "unit" is a general
indication of any military entity [2]. A typical unit is a
homogeneous military organization, either combat,
combat support or a non-combat one which includes
services. The units form, according to predetermined rules
(hierarchy), extensive components as departments,
associations, unions, armies and army groups. In most
countries, the armed forces are divided into three or four
types of army service (also called troops): army, air
force, and navy. (Diagram - see Figure No.1)
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Fig. 1: Army services

The taxonomy of armed forces describes the army
hierarchy. There is a generally established military
hierarchy and the organizational structure of almost all
national armies is based on identical or similar models.
There are differences between the army structures of
various countries. Not all armies use all the hierarchical
levels. For example, in the NATO forces (including the
ACR) Regiment is omitted in the hierarchy. A general
model of military hierarchy is shown in the diagram Figure 2 [3].

Fig. 3: General hierarchy of an army
according to the NATO Model

Fig. 2: Army hierarchy
In compliance with political-military representation
of the ACR brigade presents the last hierarchy stage.
The Figure 3 shows the general army hyerarchy
according to the NATO model. It shows all the hierarchy
levels of a military organizational structure.
The Figure 4 shows the ACR hierarchy.

Conclusion
The organizational structures of the armed forces are
constantly evolving. These structures depend on many
external and internal factors. They are primarily socio–
economic factors, which will be the main factor for
creating the organizational structure of the army of the

Fig. 4. : ACR hierarchy
state building the army and military factors which will
influence the structure of the army. This is particularly
Based on this perspective, it is necessary to create the
armed force taxonomy in such way that it can flexibly
respond to the ongoing changes and maintain the current
knowledge base.
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